TOWARDS AN EUROPEAN CONTRACT LAW

Padova, 17 Aprile 2018, ore 14.30, Palazzo del Bo, Aula Mocenigo

Opening

PROFESSOR CHIARA ABATANGELO (University of Padua)

The freedom of contract in European Contract Law

PROFESSOR STEFANO DELLE MONACHE (University of Padua)

Requirements for contract formation in European Contract Law

PROFESSOR GREGOR CHRISTANDL (University of Innsbruck)

Towards an European non-recourse mortgage

PHD GIOVANNA MARCHETTI (University of Innsbruck)

Ancient and modern legal models of buyer’s protection against the Material Defect of Goods

PROFESSOR TOMMASO DALLA MASSARA (University of Verona)

Students are invited to attend

Segreteria organizzativa: dott.ssa Giovanna Marchetti (giovanna.marchetti@unipd.it)